Hello Creatives
Hello, it’s me... How to Architecture! (@HowxToxArch)

What happened
to us?

Think of our past year. Leafing through headlines, lists, captions,
zooming in and out of feeds, bold fonts, and articles made of images:
we participate in the age of the listicle.
Culture flashes before us—an extension of ourselves: the superabundant
reel. As the cycle of [cloud] consumption whirs on, architecture still
stands. What does architecture say; how does it feed you?

How To Architecture !

CONSIDER the way we read consume media, news

and information. Visuals are often emphasized over text.
We limit characters and the seconds it takes to make a
statement.
Some might argue we’ve lost our patience.
Some may say we’re obsessed with information.

CONSIDER what makes a good meme, how one goes
viral, and when the unspoken rules of Instagram came
to be. Social media is used to manufacture different
personas.

Some cultural items spread like wildfire: blue/
black/white/gold dress, Hotline Bling, Damn
Daniel, or Keys to Success.

CONSIDER the power of social media and its integral

role towards globalization. Consider its capacity to
propel revolutions, start movements, and unite the world
through difficult events.

CONSIDER that social media forms identity.

[Like Powers of Ten] it contributes to personal, local,
national, social and cultural identities.

#BlackLivesMatter
#PrayForParis
#LoveWins
#YesAllWomen
#RefugeesWelcome

We cultivate relationships with the world
through incorporeal connections and
temporary meeting places.

CONSIDER: How can architecture maximize on

everyday culture to reach a larger audience? How does
Buzzfeed look on architecture?

CONSIDER: How does the use [and abuse] of

contemporary cultural phenomena relate to architecture?
In a culture of instantaneous feedback, where does
architecture position itself in time and space?
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The Festival
... ... ... ...

In quest of a place where we regain our footing and assess identity
within the current time and setting, How To Architecture! presents The
Festival. It is a festival designed for us to join together to reflect on our
shared cultural moment and to celebrate not just the headlines, but
also the whole stories. However, The Festival needs architecture to help
facilitate it.
Paramount to The Festival is The Beacon—a meeting place
on the festival grounds.
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We invite you
to participate as architect of The Beacon.

Here is everything you need to know about The Festival;
please read and consider:
• The Festival happens mid-summer 2016.
72 consecutive hours.
Day+Night. 00:00-24:00 (x3).
• The site is an 8 acre plot of land on Governor’s
Island, New York City. Refer to map.
• Guests include thinkers, doers, celebrities,
politicians, activists, survivors, mediators,
contrarians, pretenders, sleepers, watchers,
worshippers, reflectors
...controversial politicians, travelers,
vegans, selfie-masters, starter-uppers, grass
rooters, hackers, bloggers, lumbersexuals,
and celiacs alike are invited

invitation

]

Annual Event
Summer sixteen

• Activities include collecting and distributing,
celebrating and protesting, conversing and
contemplating, mourning and rejoicing
...silent discos, funerals for conflicts,
complimentary DJ lessons, hackathons
• Resources include spectacular wifi + cell
service, nature, decoration, food trucks
...charging hubs, outdoor air-conditioning,
unlimited pastel spray paint, cold brew on
tap, bacon-wrapped dates
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!
TELL US How To Architecture!

We arm you with a How-To list of
design guidelines for creating
The Beacon—a meeting place at The
Festival. The Beacon can be situated
anywhere on the given site. Connect,
assemble, translate, synthesize, or
simply utilize these eight design
guidelines to create your version of
architecture, manifested through
The Beacon.

1. CROSSROADS

Your design submission is
required to make reference
to each item from the
How-To list.

an intersection, a marker, a meeting place. or perhaps it’s a difficult time in
one’s life, a turning point.

2. MARBLE

marble is hip everywhere these days. it forms over time, it’s harvested from
specific locations, it looks good on your phone case.

3. CAFFEINE
the ultimate designer drug. how does The Beacon stay awake past 3AM?

4.

...the dreaded ellipses...the anxiety and anticipation...the assumptions
made about that person on the other end as they think, type, erase, retype,
and respond to...you.

5. HIGH-LOW COLLABORATION

i.e. Balmain x H&M.
sneakers hitting the runway. run-down is the new norm.

6. COMPLICATED FIGURE

i.e. Zaha Hadid, Kanye West.
highly inspirational, highly controversial.

7. HOTLINE BLING

catchy song, catchier video. intentionally designed for reproduction
and proliferation.

8. “AN ARCHITECTURAL QUESTION:
IF THERE IS NO RIGHT,
WHAT’S LEFT?”
—Jeffrey Kipnis

1. [ TYPOLOGY]
2. [MATERIAL]
3. [TASTE]
4. [ICON]
5. [FASHION]
6. [PERSON]
7. [SOUND]
8. [QUOTE]

#Timeline

100% OF REGISTRATION FEES MAKE UP
100% OF THE PRIZE MONEY (A.K.A “HOW TO $$”)
THE MORE PARTICIPANTS,
THE BIGGER THE PRIZE !

1ST PLACE / 50% HOW-TO $$!
2ND PLACE / 30% HOW-TO $$!
3RD PLACE / 20% HOW-TO $$!

[

Submission
Requirement

]

Team
Info
(up to
3 people)

Two
Boards

250 word Max
Project Description
Name, Address, Email
Registration Code
.DOC or . DOCX Format

Questions?

Selected Entries will also be included in
a post competition publication and exhibition.

11 x 17
300 DPI
ANY ORIENTATION
Any Content
Representation
.PDF FORMAT

Email us at howtocompetition@gmail.com

One
(Optional)
Video

< 1 min
Any Orientation
Any Ratio
.MP4 Format

The Competition

+ Prizes

Rules + Regulations
// To Participate //
To take part in this design competition, all applicants must read and accept the rules and
regulations of How To Competition*. Any infringement of the rules and regulations will be
subject to evaluation by the jury. Competition submissions are judged anonymously by the jury
and the registration number is the only means of identification during this judging process.
Personal information recorded during the registration process is confidential and will not be
revealed to the jury until the final winners have been announced.
1. The registration fee is not tax-deductible.
2. The registration fee is non-returnable and non-transferable.
3. The official language of the competition is english.
4. Ineligible entrants include any staff or directives of How To Competition, including jury
members and direct employees or relatives.
5. Applicants who try to contact members of the jury personally will be disqualified.
6. How To Competition and its partners have the right to publish without prior consent all
materials submitted to this competition.
7. All submissions must strictly respect anonymity and not contain any names, symbols, logos or
any other types of signs permitting the jury to recognize the identity of the entrant.
8. How to Competition reserves the right to modify the competition schedule if deemed
necessary.
9. By entering into the competition, participants transfer unlimited use for publication,
exhibition and electronic posting to How To Competition and its affiliates. How to Competition
will credit the participants responsible for the work.
10. Any work submitted for the competition must be the entrant’s orginial work. It is the
entrants’ sole responsibility to ensure that the work submitted does not infringe upon the
intellectual property rights of any third party, including but not limited to, copyright,
trademark and design right.
11. Submissions shall not be published or made public until after the final submission date.
12. The jury might declare the competition deserted and reject any and all proposals received
in response to this competition. If jury declares competition deserted How To Competition
will contact all participants in an effort to refund each team.
13. The decision of the jury shall be final and binding on all parties, and no disputes shall be
entertained.
14. By entering the competition all entrants agree in full to these rules and brief.
15. Award winners are responsible for all taxes and fees associated with prize receipt
and/or use.
16. Rules and regulations are subject to change without notice.
// Eligibility //
This is an international competition open to all registered, college-level students. Individuals
or teams of up to three people maximum are permitted to register and participate. Each team
project must be accompanied by a primary contact. Individuals or teams may submit multiple
projects, but it is mandatory that each entry is registered separately, with separate ID numbers.

* How To Competition is the official title of the federally registered organization which hosts the How To Architecture! competition.

// Copyright //
By submitting an entry, the competitior warrants that they are the sole designer, creator and
owner of the artwork, including all visual and textual components, or have permission to use
copyrighted components, and further warrants that the artwork does not contain information
considered by competitor’s place of business, university, college or any other third party to be
confidential.
// Disclaimer //
How To Competition reserves the right to refuse any entry. The organizers are not liable for lost
or misdirected, late or substantially incomplete entires, as well as any entries containing text/
image that identify the competitor to jurors. The decision and opinions of the jurors represent
their professional viewpoints, not the opinion of the organizers. All prizes and decisions are final.
All materials for the competition must be submitted in digital format; printed hard copy entries
will not be accepted. Competitors retain standard ownership of their intellectual property. It
should be emphasized that this competition is purely conceptual, and the selection of finalists
or prizes in no way indicate intent to implement the proposed schemes. Upon registering for
this competition, all competitors agree to waive any and all claims against How To Competition
and its affiliates. By registering, the competitors transfer unlimited use for publication, exhibition
and electronic posting of all entries to the How to Architecture! competition. How To Competition
shall have the right to release any of the submitted materials to the media for public relations
and will credit the competitors responsible for authoring the work. All images and videos must
be created by the competitor or competitors. Failure to do so will result in disqualification.
// Announcements and Publication //
Competitors may not release any image of their submission until after the official awards
announcement from How to Competition. This includes all professional publications, media
outlets and/or blogs. Winners may be notified in advance of the official announcement
date. Winners may not make an announcement about winning in advance of the official
announcement date without permission from How To Competition.
// In Closing //
This competition is subject to the terms of the How To Competition organization. The conditions
are binding for the organizer and the panel of judges. By presenting a design, the participant
declares that he / she is aware of and accepts the terms and conditions of the competition.

